SUMMARY This paper describes a recognition method of Japanese single sounds for application to lip reading. Related researches investigated only five or ten sounds. In this paper, experiments were conducted for 45 Japanese single sounds by classifying them into five vowels category, ten consonants category, and 45 sounds category. We obtained recognition rates of 94.7, 30.9 and 30.0% with trajectory feature.
Introduction
A great deal of research on lip reading examines lip motions in speech recognition with visual information. In lip reading, there are roughly three targets: single sound [1] - [4] , word [5] , [6] , and continuous speech recognition. Lip reading is more difficult than speech recognition with auditory information. Some studies have proposed combining lip reading methods with auditory information [7] , [8] . This study identifies basic research in lip reading and focuses on speech recognition using only visual information. Many operating instructions, such as those used in car navigation systems, utter words. The utterance of the word can give the user's intention directly. On the other hand, there are other operating instructions, such as button control. Single sound is useful such application. Then, this paper aims at investigation of single sound recognition.
For word recognition, in general, the features are computed from two or more frames. For single sound recognition, however, most researches use features from a single frame, in which the mouth is wide open [1] - [3] . This supposes that single sound scene contains a few phonemes compared with the word scene, and the lip movement is monotonous.
In single sound recognition of lip reading, there are recognition results of five Japanese vowels ('a', 'i', 'u', 'e', and 'o') [1] - [3] and ten Mandarin pronunciations [4] . Matsuoka et al. obtained a recognition rate of 92.0% by the maximum likelihood method using the width and height of the lip region [1] . Terada et al. proposed a method for recognizing six sounds including 'n' [2] . In their research, they extracted four shapes -the outside and inside line of the lip, the tongue, and the center line of the lip -using the change in the distribution of the gray level. Single sound recognition was performed based on the subspace method using 20 features including Fourier descriptor, aspect ratio, circularity, and dispersion. They obtained a recognition rate of 86.0% from five persons. Saitoh et al. suggested that the area and aspect ratio of the intraoral region yield a higher recognition rate than other features and obtained a recognition rate of 94.1% from ten persons [3] . Although these researches used a single frame, Lay et al. obtained a recognition rate of 91.6% for ten Mandarin pronunciations using SOMNN input around the lip region [4] . Most of the studies used a few single sounds. This study expands on this, using 45 fundamental Japanese syllables except the voiced sound and semi-voiced sound as shown in Fig. 1 Moreover, we evaluate a computer's ability of lip reading. The traditional method uses a single image frame; therefore, extraction of the target frame is a problem. We expect that using two or more frames can provide additional useful information. Thus, this paper applies the trajectory feature, which obtain high recognition rates for word recognition [6] . Though word scene has two or more phonemes, the shape of the trajectory feature is complicated. In this paper, the trajectory feature is applied to single sound recognition and compared with traditional features.
Intraoral Region Detection
In this paper, the intraoral region detection is applied during the input image sequences. Saitoh et al. obtained sufficient recognition rates from the intraoral region [3] . The intraoral region is detected by thresholding method without applying any sophisticated method, such as an active contour model. To detect the intraoral region, we first detect two nostrils which are located near the lip and characteristic parts of face. Then, the lip location at the bottom of Copyright c 2008 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers the nostrils is detected. Next, the region of interest (ROI) is set around the lip. After ROI detection, we employ the thresholding method within the ROI to obtain the intraoral region. The detected intraoral region is normalized in the same method of [3] .
Features and Recognition Methods
We calculate three features, the area S i and aspect ratio A i of intraoral region, and aspect ratio A r of ROI. Here A * = W * /H * , where W * is the width, H * is the height of target region. The subscript * is either i (intraoral region) or r (ROI). Based on above three features, we apply three kinds of recognition method, k Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), hidden Markov model (HMM), and dynamic programming (DP) matching with trajectory features (TF) as follows:
1. k-NN was applied in [3] to recognize five vowels with a single frame which mouth wide opened. Then, this paper applies the method similar to [3] . 2. HMM is well-known method to recognize the timeseries data, and HMM is used by lip reading well [5] , [7] . Then, the time-series features are fed to HMM. 3. TF is a time change of mouth shape features expressed as a two-dimensional trajectory of the lip motion. To generate a TF, a curve approximation with B-spline is applied to the time-series features. Here, TF(α, β) denotes the trajectory feature based on two features α and β. The most similar trajectory in a database which is compared with the target trajectory by DP matching is selected as a result sound. Refer [6] for details of TF.
Recognition Experiments
The basic Japanese hiragana syllabary is shown in Fig. 1 . Japanese syllable structure is fairly simple. In this, most syllables take the form CV, where C means consonant and V means vowel. V consists of only five vowels ('a', 'i', 'u', 'e', and 'o') and CV is consists of 'ka', 'sa', 'ta', 'na', 'ha', 'ma', 'ya', 'ra', and 'wa.' In this experiment, we collected five samples of each sound from five subjects, for a total of 1125 samples. One subject is a woman, and the others are men. The subject sits on a chair with a straight posture and the fixed digital video camera is focused on the face. The wide open mouth is located in the center to capture the entire mouth region of all frames. The subject closes his lips before and after each utterance. The size of image sequences is 640 × 480 pixels. The input image sampling rate was 30 frames per second. Although we directed the subject to speak naturally, this utterance is a special situation -uttering only a single sound, -where the subject opened the mouth far more than compared to the natural mouth openings of the daily conversation. We set three categories, five vowels category C5 which is based on column of syllable table, ten consonants category C10 which is based on row, and 45 sounds category C45. Then, we evaluate the performance of each feature and To analysis recognition results, we calculated twelve confusion matrices as shown in Table 2 . The confusion matrix contains information about actual and predicted categories done by the recognition task. The previous six confusion matrices are based on C5 and the rest are based on C10.
First of all, Table 2 (a)-(c) were focused on analysis each effectiveness of the three features. S i obtained high recognition rates of 'a' and 'u'. On the other hand, A r and A i obtained high recognition rates of 'i' and 'o'. A high recognition rate was obtained by complementary by combining the area and aspect ratio as shown in Table 2 (d). The characteristic of this complementary relation can be observed to the recognition results of C10 as shown in Table 2 (g)-(i). Next, we analyzed the differences between the recognition methods. By investigating Table 2 (d)-(f), the tendency to the false recognition was almost the same. About recognition result of C5, two pairs, 'i' and 'u', 'i' and 'e', tends to false recognition.
About recognition result of C10, 'w' obtained high recognition rate at each recognition method by investigating Table 2 (j)-(l). The highest recognition rate of 42.0% was obtained by proposed method. Since k-NN was used a single frame, the result of this method was lower than that of the other two methods that use the time-series frames. The tendency to the recognition result of HMM and proposed method was similar as shown in Table 2 (k), (l).
The proposal method reduces the influence of the noise by approximating with the B-spline, interpolates between frames and increases amount of information. Therefore, our method proved more effective than the other methods in rec- It is difficult to conclude that these recognition rates provide and sufficient result. Then we applied hierarchical clustering by a group averaging method to 45 sounds with proposed method, and calculated the dendrogram, as shown in Fig. 2 . Though the recognition rate alone is not a high value, the consonant of vowel category 'a' and 'o' can be classified even by a high threshold from the dendrogram.
To evaluate above recognition results, we carried out subject experiments and analyzed the recognition accuracy by comparing this experimental and computational results. In subject experiments, the subject watches the utterance scene, and identifies the sound by visual observation. To conduct this experiment, we created the software shown in Fig. 3 . This software replays the utterance scene at the right side of the window, and the subject pushes the button corresponding to the sound. The replay scene is chosen at random from among 225 utterance scenes, taken from five persons. The subject can repeat the replay many times for each scene.
The subject experiment was carried out with 40 subjects (37 men and 3 women aged from their twenties to sixties with no prior experience in lip reading), 20 times per subject without a prior training. The resulting recognition rates of C5, C10, and C45 were 89.3, 28.0, and 25.1%, respectively. These results indicate that computerbased recognition accuracy obtained using proposed method is higher than the accuracy obtained by visual observation. From the confusion matrix of C10, consonant 'm' obtained the highest recognition rate of 70.9%. As a result, we suspect that human recognize a little movement to shut the mouth before utter the consonant 'm'.
Conclusion
This paper describes Japanese single sound recognition method for lip reading. We found that the efficient feature is a two-dimensional trajectory that incorporates a time change of two lip shape features (area and aspect ratio). We carried out the recognition process for classifying five vowels, and obtained a high recognition rate of 94.7%. We tried the recognition process for classifying ten categories and 45 sounds, and obtained recognition rates of 30.9 and 30.0%, respectively. To verify the recognition accuracy, we conducted an additional subject experiment with 40 persons and found that computer-based recognition accuracy is higher than that of a person. In this study, single sound recognition was attempted. The results confirmed that the shape of the mouth depends on the vowel.
